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Summary:
Using a website to make money online has become one of the most popular ways nowadays. There a
a) Sell your own products and services.
b) Sell other people´s stuff (affiliate program).
c) Place Google ads on your website and earn whenever someone clicks a Google ad.
The first and second ways take a lot of time and require experience and knowledge of Internet
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Article Body:
Using a website to make money online has become one of the most popular ways nowadays. There a
a) Sell your own products and services.
b) Sell other people´s stuff (affiliate program).
c) Place Google ads on your website and earn whenever someone clicks a Google ad.
The first and second ways take a lot of time and require experience and knowledge of Internet

The content of your website can be any topic as long as it does not violate Google policies. Y

If you have no idea of what topic to write or have no interest at all in writing something, yo

Build an AdSense site with minimum cost
Hiring a professional to build a site is expensive. Finding a freelancer to create a website w

Once you get your website launched. You´ll need to figure out how to drive visitors to your we

Pay-per-click (PPC) programs
Pay-per-click (PPC) programs allow you to bid for top-ranking positions on the keywords you ha

RSS advertising
RSS advertising is a free away to gain more exposure for your website. By creating an RSS file

Give away free content
Another free way to increase your website traffic is write articles and submit them to free co

There are other effective ways to increase traffic for your website. You can find a ton of fre
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